We have the honor and pleasure of inviting you to the first *Ball of Diversity* organized by the *Association for persons with dysfunctions, handicap, rare diseases and disabilities-GIVE US WINGS-Skopje* and Macedonian Opera and Ballet, taking place on 6 March 2013, at 18.30 on the premises of the Macedonian Opera and Ballet (MOB). The aim of this event is to raise awareness about the importance of including persons with disabilities in every aspect of society. At the same time, we will take the opportunity to express our gratitude to everyone who has supported our activities so far.

The event will have two parts:

1. The official part will take place at the main stage of MOB, where distinguished opera and ballet performers will share the floor with talented person with disabilities, offering the audience an unforgettable experience. The performances will be followed by an inclusive runway show of the fashion brand Elena Luka, in which successful women, persons with disabilities and children will assume the role of models. The event will be hosted by Sashko Kocev and Gorast Cvetkovski who will pair up with two young people with disabilities in putting on a comedy show.

2. The fundraising part of the event will be held in the lobby of MOB, where 40 pieces from various Macedonian artists will be exhibited along with the works of persons with disabilities. The pieces of art will be on sale and everyone who makes a purchase will get a present from our association.* The exhibition will be accompanied by an inclusive jazz performance, poetry reading and a cocktail. The proceeds will be used to support the current and future projects of Give us Wings (for more information on our activities, please visit [www.dajtenikrilja.mk](http://www.dajtenikrilja.mk)).

Yours sincerely,

Rebeca Jankovska Risteski
Give us Wings
AGENDA:

1. Certificates-second block
   Vesna Gjinovska – Ilkova – soprano
   Piano accompanist: Janinka Nevcheva

2. Performance by Marija Savevska

3. A few moments with Sashko, Gorast and Bile (comedy)

4. Certificates-third block
   Anastasija Nizamova – Muhik
   Piano accompanist: Janinka Nevcheva

5. Air Strings quartet and ELENA LUKA runway show

6. Piano Forte-TRIO
   Piano performance
   Ema Ananieva - Beethoven

7. Performance Ema and Rebeka

8. Exhibition

9. Performance by Toni Kitanovski

10. Poetry reading: Iskra Doneva

11. Poetry reading: Aleksandar Matovski Cako

12. Cocktail

Official part: Main Stage

MOB 19 h

1. Grand opening
   Sashko Kocev and Gorast Cvetkovski

2. Speech by the President of the association
   Rebeka

3. Certificates-first block

4. Nade Talevska – soprano
   Piano accompanist: Janinka Nevcheva

5. Nade Talevska and Dzengis Memerovski (singing)

6. A few moments with Sashko, Gorast and Ema (comedy)

7. Adagio from the ballet “The Blind Girl”
   Music: Ljubomir Brangjolica
   Soloists: Ivana Kocevska and Boban Kovachevski

8. Piano performance
   Ema Ananieva - Beethoven

9. Performance Ema and Rebeka

Fundraising part: Lobby

MOB 20.30 h

This event is supported by:

Because of the limited number of seats, we would kindly ask you to confirm your attendance. Please contact us on dajtenikrilja@yahoo.com, or call 078758635 (Katarina), 078377573 (Maja), 2457704 from 10.00 to 14.30. After confirmation, you will receive the tickets together with a catalogue of the pieces of art. The price per ticket is 400 denars and if you are interested in purchasing more than 10 tickets, each will cost 250 denars.

Account: 300000003190463 Komercijalna Banka AD Skopje

Media sponsors